
Students(as(Curriculum(Writers(



WELCOME!((

6(Thank(you(for(coming!(We(are(happy(you(are(here((

6(Agenda(for(our(session(

6(IntroducAons(of(your(facilitators(



AGENDA!(

6 (Intro(to(School(Grown(
6 How(our(program(works(

6 (Youth(WriAng(Curriculum(–(why(

6 (Youth(WriAng(Curriculum(–(how(

6 Farming(Curriculum(process(

6 Food(JusAce(Curriculum(process(

6 (Q(&(A(with(Cali(and(KaAe(



NOTES!(

6 (If(you(are(using(google+(you(can(use(the(Q&A(to(ask(a(
quesAon(on(the(hangout(and(we(will(see(it(

6 (You(can(also(email(quesAons(to(sufian@foodshare.net(

and(we(can(answer(them(here(during(the(webinar(

6 (You(can(also(tweet(quesAons(to(@foodshareTO(

6 (The(session(is(being(recorded(and(will(go(up(on(
youtube(aTer(if(you(miss(anything(or(want(to(share(with(

your(networks(



ICE(BREAKER!(



ICE(BREAKER!(–(5(QuesAons(

What(do(you(like(to(cook(at(home(for(yourself?((

What(food(would(you(make(for(someone(on(your(first(date?((

What’s(your(favorite(restaurant(and(why?((

If(you(could(only(eat(one(thing(for(the(rest(of(your(life(what(would(it(be?(

What’s(a(food(that(reminds(you(of(your(childhood?((



School Grown 
Paid Work + School Credit + Make Friends 



Eastdale CI 



Eastdale CI 



Eastdale CI 



Eastdale CI 



Eastdale CI 



Bendale BTI 



Bendale BTI 



HIRE YOUTH FARMERS 



Paid employment + 2 co-op credits 

Summer Jobs – After School Jobs – March Break Jobs 



RESTAURANT SALES 



FARMERS MARKET 



SELL TO NEIGHBOURS + TEACHERS 



COOKING CLASSES 
Cook produce from the garden & cook from scratch 



FIELD&TRIPS&&&FOOD&JUSTICE&WORKSHOPS&



- Learned  a lot of things that I never thought I would 
-  Met a lot of new people and new friends 
-  This job has helped me with my other job – learning customer service 
-  Taught me about willpower and not given up 
-  Taught me about being outgoing  
-  Learned more about yourself  

  What has School Grown meant to Cali: 





Youth (15-24) unemployment rate in Toronto is 18% 
(city average is 7.5%) 

-  Aboriginal youth (15-19) it is 35% 

-  Racialized youth (15-19) its 33% 

- Newcomer youth (15-19) it is 33% 

The Young and the Jobless, Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, 2013 

2011 National Household Survey data by CivicAction 



TDSB Graduation Rates: 
 Overall – 78.6% 

 Black youth --  64.5% 
 Latino youth -- 69.9% 

 Academic Stream --  88.1% 
 Applied Stream -- 59.1% 

8 credits at the end of grade 9 – 58.6% confirmed acceptance to university 
<6 credits at the end of grade 9 – 2.7% confirmed acceptance to university 

2012 TDSB Grade Nine Cohort Study 



“The gap is in our expectations” 
Cone, 2002 



Same thing happened with a math test when students were told before hand 
that “men and women typically score similarly on this test,” the gendered gap 
was eliminated.  

Study: Black and white college students were given a standardized test to 
take.  

When they were told nothing about their abilities prior to the test “You have 
45 minutes, go ahead” a racial gap emerged with white students out 
performing black students.  

When they were told that the test was “a diagnostic tool to see how people 
already determined to have strong language skills solved linguistic 
problems” the gap was eliminated. 

“Achievement” Gap (Steele, 2003; Delpit, 2012) 



Stereotype Threat:  

“The experience of anxiety or concern in a situation where a 
person has the potential to confirm a negative stereotype about 
the social group to which they belong”  

- Steele, 2003; Delpit, 2012. 

Disrupting Stereotype Threat:  

At School Grown we are being deliberate and explicit about 
positioning students as smart, intelligent, capable, 
knowledgeable experts. By hiring them to be curriculum 
writers. 



Youth as Curriculum Writers 



Curriculum 

“to write curriculum is to address the question of what should 
be taught” Egan, 1978. 

A curriculum writer has the power to name what people need 
to know, name what knowledge and skills are valuable enough 
to be seen as necessary to be learned by others.  



Curriculum 

“when(those(who(have(the(power(to(name(and(to(socially(construct(reality(choose(

not(to(see(you(or(hear(you,((

when(someone(with(the(authority(of(a(teacher,(say,(describes(the(world(and(you(are(

not(in(it,((

there(is(a(moment(of(psychic(disequilibrium,(and(is(as(though(you(looked(in(the(

mirror(and(saw(nothing.”((

Adrienne(Rich,(1986.(



If you want to make a human being a monster, 
deny them, at the cultural level, any reflection of 
themselves.  

Growing up, I felt like a monster in some ways. I didn’t see 
myself reflected at all. I was like ‘Yo, is something wrong 
with me?’ That the whole society seems to think that people 
like me don’t exist? And part of what inspired me was this 
deep desire, that before I died, I would make a couple of 
mirrors. That I would make some mirrors, so that kids like 
me might see themselves reflected back and might not feel 
so monstrous for it (Junot Diaz, 2009).  



In Toronto the proportion of white students in the TDSB is 
28%, while the proportion of white teachers is 70% and 
female teachers is 80% (Alphonso & Hammer, 2013).  

whiteness of teaching & curriculum: 



Curriculum 

Epistemic(privilege:((Moya)(

People(who(face(marginalizaAon(have(unique(access(to(knowledge(about(how(the(

systems(of(power(operate.((

Acknowledging(this(epistemic(privilege(is(not(just(a(nice(gesture,(it(is(necessary(for(

poliAcal(struggle.((

Youth(have(unique(sources(of(knowledge(about(how(the(world(works(and(we(need(

to(value(those(knowledge(sources(if(we(are(serious(about(social(change.(



Youth as Curriculum Writers 





“EducaAon(thus(becomes(an(act(of(deposiAng,(in(which(the(students(

are(the(depositories(and(the(teacher(is(the(depositor.((

Banking&Model&of&EducaAon&

Worse(yet,(it(turns(them(into("containers,"(into("receptacles"(to(be(

"filled"(by(the(teachers.(The(more(completely(she(fills(the(

receptacles,(the(beier(a(teachers(she(is.(The(more(meekly(the(

receptacles(permit(themselves(to(be(filled,(the(beier(students(they(

are.”(



“it’s(a(lot(like(being(an(empty(bucket,”((

“I(feel(disappointed(that(people(think(that(of(us.(I(think(

everyone(has(their(own(6(I(mean(people(really(know(a(

lot.(People&aren’t&just&empty&you&know,&they(have(
things(that(they’ve(learned,(from(their(parents,(from(

living(in(this(world.(We(aren’t(just(empty.”(



WriAng(our(own(curriculum(is(about(gejng(the(educaAon(system(to(

see(us(as#we#see#ourselves.#

This(is(how(the(educaAon(system(

sees(us:(
This(is(how(we(see(ourselves:(



Curriculum 

6(Usually(curriculum(is(wriien(by(adults(

6(We(should(be(able(to(learn(what(we(want(to(learn,(not(what(other(people(think(we(

should(learn(

6(If(students(write(it(it(gives(them(a(chance(to(speak(about(what(they(want(to(know((

6(Students(wriAng(curriculum(also(shows(that(we(are(experts(already(in(some(things(



-  Brainstorm the work areas 

-  Made Mattering Maps (what 
matters about that area)  

-  “Toured” the maps 

-  Added more details to each 
others maps  

-  Projector connected to Word 
to write together 

- Turning it into a learning 
expectation 



“know about row covers” became 

“know about how and why to use row cover on the garden beds e.g. 
How: use the stakes to hold down each edge or bury the edges in mulch 
to keep the bugs out; Why: helps keep plants warmer for longer, keeps 
pests out of the crops, keeps the garden beds moist so that they can be 
watered less often. Know the difference between summer and winter 
covers and what they do.” 



…Use the stakes the hold it down, block the wind, keep it from 
drying out, protects it from frost, keeps the weeds out, keeps the 
bugs out… 

“Row cover, I don’t know nothing about that…” 

“It’s easier to write than it looks, like I thought when we were doing it it 
would be all these big words and hard stuff, and we’d have to follow 
what was already written but it was the total opposite. We got to say 
what we know, and we knew lots of stuff.” 



Consensus building “fist to five”  

“It’s not enough to just say that we want to value 
students’ voices without actually providing a 
mechanism or a pathway for those voices to be 
heard and be given weight.”  



Wrote food issue cards – “What’s a food issue in your community” 

Processed foods – cheaper, keeps long, easy to make 
Healthy food isn’t marketed 
More affordable grocery stores have rotten produce 
Grocery store too far 
Living near grocery store doesn’t negate their expensive prices 
Food harvested early has less quality and nutrition 
Price of housing are too high 
Imported foods cause more pollution 
Food allergies 
Takes 25 minutes to walk to the Chinese grocery store 
Chain grocery stores are expensive 
Food is expensive 
Convince of fast food and junk food  
Housing is too expensive 
Farmers are experience 
Move junk food options, less health options for people 













Reading the Images – new ideas created 

Sometimes organic isn’t an option 
Price  
Big brands are more expensive 
No halal option 
Not physically accessible 
Transportation causes pollution and high cost 
No compost bin accessible 
Big companies taking away money from the community 
Paying more for the brand name 
Greenhouse are expensive and costs a lot to operate 
Mortgages and rent that’s more than a full pay cheque 



Turned them into categories & looked at what was missing:  

Category: Accessibility 
Sometimes organic isn’t an option 
Organic food isn’t as accessible as junk food  
No supermarket close by 
Farmers markets are hard to get to 
Not physically accessible 
Food allergies 
No halal option 
Grocery store too far 
Takes 25 minutes to walk to the Chinese grocery store 
ADDED:  
Vegan and vegetarian diets 





no about us, without us. 





QuesAons(during(webinar?(

Use(the(Q&A(funcAon(

Email(sufian@foodshare.net(

Tweet(@foodshareTO(



Thank&you!&&

Or(you(can(email:((

KaAe(German(

kaAeg@foodshare.net(

@schoolgrownTO(


